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Introduction 

This guide introduces agents to the most commonly-used chat features of the MaxChat Agent Hub. It shows how 
to work with chats and customize your Agent Hub environment. 

We’ve divided this guide into these main sections: 

• Getting Around in the MaxChat Hub 

• General Tasks 

• Basic Chat Features 

• Advanced Chat Features 

• Team Chats 

• Customizing Your Hub 

Getting Around in the MaxChat Hub 
This section introduces the main part of the Hub interface; the panels, the menus, and the toolbar.  

Logging into the MaxChat Hub 

When your MaxChat service was set up, you automatically received an email with your login name and password. 
This email will have included a link to your MaxChat Hub. If you did not receive this email, ask your administrator 
to resend you the Activation Email. 

When you first sign in, your home screen will show you information about your chats. The statistics that you see 
are calculated based on the last seven days of historical data. (If this is your first time logging in, then you will have 
no data yet.) You will see: 

• Your average response time, calculated over chats across all widgets 

• The number of chats you have engaged in over the last seven days 

 

• The average duration of your chats, across all of the widgets that you belong to 

• Your average survey rating. This is calculated based on survey responses filled in by visitors after they 
have finished chatting with you. If surveys have not been implemented, then you won’t see this statistic. 
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The Hub Toolbar 

In the top left corner is the Hub Toolbar. 

 

• The Home icon will open the Home page; the page that shows your statistics. 

• The Dial icon will appear only if you have access to the Administrator portal. Clicking this opens the Ad-
ministrator portal for you, in a new browser tab. 

• The Team icon  

• The Speaker icon is where you can set alert options. 

The Chat/Agent Dashboard 

Beside the Hub Toolbar, you will see a series of numbers, with colored dots. This dashboard shows you the follow-
ing information: 

Blue – The number of live chats in progress 

Gray – The number of incoming chats 

Red – The number of chats in the queue 

Green – The number of available agents 

Orange – The number of paused agents 

The Agent Menu 

If you click on your profile image in the top-right corner, a menu will open. There are various preferences that you 
can set via the Agent Settings option (see Customizing Your Hub). This menu also includes a Logout button, to log 
out of the Hub.  

 

The Hub Panels 

The Hub is divided into three panels: 

• The left panel – This panel shows lists of chats, both current (at the top) and recent (at the bottom) 

• The middle panel – This panel shows the conversation of whatever chat you have selected in the left 
panel. This panel includes a text box at the bottom, for typing your responses to visitor questions. It also 
includes actions that you can take during this chat. 
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• The right panel – This panel shows information about the visitor that you are chatting with or the recent 
chat that you’ve selected. 

 

The Left Panel (Chats List) 

The left panel in the Agent Hub shows lists of chats. It is split into two separate vertical tabs: 

• The Conversations tab – This is a list of your live chats with website visitors 

• The Team Chat tab – This is list of chats with other agents 

Shows lists of 
current/recent 
conversations 
and Team chats 

Shows the selected 
conversation 

Shows info about 
current visitor 
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If you have a new chat request, it will appear as a number within a bubble on the Conversations tab.  

This panel is divided horizontally: 

• Live chats – The top part shows live chat requests. You can view one chat at a time. You switch from one 
chat to another by clicking the chat. 

• Recent chats – The bottom part shows recent chats from the last few days. 

Note that you can adjust the height of these panels by dragging the handle. Move your cursor to the dividing han-
dle and when it the icon changes, click and drag the divider to the position you want. 

 

To see the details of a chat, click the chat. The conversation will appear in the middle panel 

The Middle Panel (Conversation) 

The middle panel in the Hub shows you the selected conversation. In other words, if you click a chat in the left 
panel, you will see the conversation itself in the middle panel.  
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Tip! If your administrator has turned on the Sneak Peek feature, you will see the visitor’s responses as they are 
being typed – only when the text in that field darkens will you know that the visitor has clicked Send to 
send the message. Read more about this feature in Using Sneak Peek in Chats. 

 

The middle panel is where you type responses to questions from your visitors. 

 

Above the text field, you may see buttons Reply and Transfer. There is also an Actions menu, that offers several 
actions you can take during this chat. 
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The Right Panel (Visitor Information) 

The right panel in the Hub shows you information about the current visitor.  

This information can include the physical location of the visitor’s computer IP address, the visitor’s email address, 
and other details, depending upon how your administrator configured your service. 

 

Adjusting the Width of the Panels 

Note that you can adjust the width of these panels by dragging the handle. Position your cursor over a dividing 
handle between two panel. When it the icon changes, click and drag the divider to the position you want. 
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General Tasks 
Before exploring how to work with chats, it’s best to learn some of the basic aspects of MaxChat Hub such as how 
to change your status and how you log out of the Hub. 

Changing your Status 

Your status within the Hub can be Available (which means you can accept chat requests) or Paused (which means 
you are not available for chats at the moment). 

To change your status from one state to the other, 

1. Click your current status in the upper right corner. This will be either Paused or Available. 

 

2. Choose your new state from the menu. 

Changing Your Password 

If you have forgotten your password, or if you need to change it for some reason, ask your administrator to resend 
an Activation Email to you. 

Logging Out 

If you need to log out from the Hub, click your profile photo on the top right corner and click Logout. 

 

Basic Chat Features 
This section describes the basics of chatting with website visitors.  

As you review the information in this section, keep in mind that your administrator may or may not have enabled 
some features. 
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About Your Alias 

Your administrator set up all of the agent accounts for your MaxChat service. During that process, your account 
was configured with a name (an alias) that will appear to your visitors, in chats and in some proactive chat re-
quests.  

Note that this Alias is different from the name that appears to your teammates; see Changing Your Name as it Ap-
pears to Other Agents for details. 

• Alias – Appears to web page visitors 

• Name – Appears to other agents in the Hub 

You, as an agent, cannot change your alias; if you want to change this alias, you must contact your administrator. 

Responding to Incoming Chats 

When a new chat request enters the system, you may see alerts (depending upon how your administrator has set 
up the service). 

New chats will appear in the list in the left panel. 

To respond to a chat request, 

1. Click the chat in the left panel. 

2. Type your response in the entry field in the middle panel. You can include an emoticon if you like; just 
click the icon and choose the image you want. 

3. Click Send to send the message, or press Enter.  

 

4. As you continue your conversation, you will see the messages going back and forth. 
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Customizing your Chat Alerts 

You may get alert sounds or alert pop-ups when a new chat request arrives. You have some options on how you 
receive chat alerts; see the topic Alert Options. 

Visitor Information You May See During Chats 

While you chat with your visitor, information about that visitor will appear in the right panel. 

You may see physical location of the visitor’s computer IP address, the visitor’s email address, and other details, 
depending upon how your administrator configured your service. 

This panel may also show you whether this is a new visitor or whether the visitor has chatted with your business 
before. 

Using Canned Phrases in Chats 

Your administrator set up various common phrases for your service. These are commonly-used phrases, which you 
can enter into your typing field with shortcuts. 

Following are examples of common phrases and their shortcuts. 

Shortcut Canned Phrase   

/welcome Hello, my name is {alias}.<br> How may I help you? 

/hold Please give me a few minutes to look up that information for you. 

/bbye Thank you for contacting us! We appreciate your business. 
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To enter a canned phrase into your message, just type the forward slash character and the word that is the 
shortcut for the phrase. The forward slash character, (/) tells the service that you want to insert a canned phrase. 

For example, if you were to type this into your text field: 

/welcome  

Then the service would automatically populate the corresponding phrase into your field:  

Hello, my name is {alias}.<br> How may I help you? 

You alias would be substituted for the variable {alias). The <br> inserts a line break. 

Note that your message will not be automatically sent; you will be able to edit the canned phrase as needed and 
send the message when you are ready. 

Note that canned phrases only work for live chats with visitors; you cannot use them in Team Chat conversations. 

Finding a Specific Phrase 

If you have many phrases configured in your service, then you may need to search for the phrase that you’re look-
ing for. 

To view a list of canned phrases, 

1. Click the Shortcuts button while you are in a chat. A window will open, showing a list of shortcuts. 

 

2. If you see the phrase that you want, just click it. It will populate in your text field. 

If you do not see the phrase that you want, you can search for it by entering a word or string in the Search 
field.  

Using Sneak Peek in Chats 

You can get a head start looking up information for a visitor by using the Sneak Peek feature (if your administrator 
enabled this option). 

If Sneak Peek is enabled, you will be able to see what the visitor is typing before they send the full message.  The 
text will look different, to let you know that the visitor is still typing. 
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In the above figure, notice that the sent message at the top shows the visitor’s text in regular font. This means the 
message was sent. But if you look at the second entry, you will notice several differences. First, the text is faint. 
Second, instead of seeing the user email name below the icon, you see “Typing.” This is how you can tell that this 
visitor is still composing the message. In addition, you will see a series of dots indicating that the visitor is typing, 
similar to what most smartphones will show in their messaging apps. 

This preview can give you a head start on looking up the information for the visitor. Just don’t respond before the 
message has been sent to you! 

Including Links in Chats 

If your administrator has added a set of links to offer agents at the beginning of a conversation, you will see these. 
Links can be text links or URLS. They do not appear to your visitors; they are shown only to agents, to remind them 
of frequently-used information or special information such as sales and promotions. 

You can see any links that have been configured by clicking the Link icon to the right of your text entry field. This 
will switch the display from Visitor Information to Links. 

  

You will see tabs for any links that have been configured. Click a tab to see that link. 

Ending Chats 

When your conversation with a visitor is over, you can end the chat. There are several ways to do this: 

• You can click End Chat below the text field 

• You can choose End Chat from the Actions menu 

Note that if  your administrator configured the service to require a label before a chat can end, then conversations 
will remain in an ‘open’ state until you supply a label.  

Advanced Chat Features 
This section describes some of the more advanced features of the MaxChat Hub. 

Note that some features described in this section may not have been enabled in your service. For example, your 
administrator chooses whether to enable abilities such as the Label feature or the ability to transfer chats to other 
agents. 

Transferring Chats 

If your administrator has enabled the Transfer feature, then you will be able to transfer chats to other agents. This 
might be handy when another agent may be an expert on an issue the visitor is inquiring about. 
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To transfer a chat, 

1. Click the Transfer button above the chat entry field. 

2. From the list that opens, select the agent to transfer the visitor to. 

3. If your transfer fails (for example, if there are no agents online in the group you chose to transfer to), you 
will see a notice, and you have the opportunity to reclaim the conversation. 

 

Assigning Labels to Chats 

Your administrator may have enabled a feature called Labels for your service. Labels are a way to categorize infor-
mation about a conversation. In MaxChat, labels can be multiple-choice or free form. 

Here is an example of how a company might set up labels: 

Example Label Possible Options for this Label 

CallType 
Order 

Service 

ProdType 

Waterfall 

Pond 

Streambed 

Fountain 

Accessories 

AccountType 
End-user 

Reseller 

 

To assign a label to a live chat, 

1. Click the Labels icon below the text entry field. A small panel opens. 

2. Choose the options that apply to this conversation. Some options may include a free-form line where you 
can enter other information. Click Save. 
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To assign a label to a chat that has ended, select the conversation in the left panel. Then click Labels just below the 
text field and choose  your options. 

Exchanging Files with Visitors 

Depending upon the features that your administrator enabled for your service, you may be able to exchange files 
with visitors. 

1. Click Actions, and on the menu select Send a File. 

2. Choose the file that you want to send to this visitor. 

3. Click Send. 

Banning a Visitor  

In rare cases when a visitor is not using your MaxChat service properly, you can ban them from the service.   

To ban a visitor from chatting with any of your agents for 30 days,  on the Actions menu choose Ban User. 

Some considerations about banning a visitor: 

• Banning a user places a cookie on the visitor’s browser. Therefore, if the visitor goes to another computer, 
then the visitor can still send you chat requests. 

• The ban is cookie-based, if the visitor clears the computer’s cookies, the visitor will still be able to send 
you a chat request. 

• The conversation with the visitor will stay open. You can close the chat after banning by choosing End 
Chat on the Actions menu. If you do not close the chat, the visitor will still be able to send messages in 
that active conversation. 

• The visitor will not be notified that they have been banned. 

• The visitor will no longer see the Chat button on your web page; they will only see an Email Us button (if 
that button has been enabled by your administrator).  

• The visitor will not receive Proactive chats (if that feature has been configured) for 30 days. 
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• The visitor can still click the Help button (if it has been enabled) but will only be presented with the Email 
Us button. 

• The visitor can still send emails. 

Important!  Banning someone on WeChat or SMS or Facebook Messenger is permanent. 

Requesting Secure Information from Visitors 

Depending upon the features that your administrator enabled for your service, you may be able to collect sensitive 
or financial information from visitors, such as credit card information. MaxChat ensures that this type of infor-
mation transfer is secure and meets your business’s security requirements. 

Your administrator has already configured which types of secure data you can obtain from your visitors.  

1. While in a conversation, on the Action menu choose Request Secure Transfer. 

 

2. Choose the type of data that you want to obtain from the visitor.  The service will automatically show a 
template that matches the information type  you choose.   

For example, if you select Request Credit Card with Zip, then the service will display a form for the user to 
enter a credit card number and a valid zip code. 

Whichever type you chose, you see an acknowledgement in the middle panel that the information tem-
plate has been send to the visitor. 

3. The data that the visitor entered will appear in your panel. 

Other Notes: 

• All communications between the web client and servers are SSL encrypted and are encrypted with our 
own algorithms.  

• All secure data is deleted when a chat is closed and/or transferred, as well as when the chat portal is re-
loaded by an agent.  

• No secure data is saved in chat transcripts. 

• The Secure Data Transfer feature is PCI. 

• This feature is not HIPAA compliant. You should disable the feature if your business needs to remain 
HIPAA compliant. 
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Team Chats 
You can chat with other agents as well as with website visitors. 

Team chats are not visible to website visitors. You can chat with more than one agent at a time. 

Chatting with Other Agents 

To begin a chat with one or more teammates, 

1. In the left panel, click the Team Chat tab. 

2. Click Start Team Chat. 

3. From the list, select the agents with whom you want to talk. 

Notice that the name appearing to other agents is the name that you configure in your Preferences; see Changing 
Your Name as it Appears to Other Agents for details. 

Changing Your Name as it Appears to Other Agents 

You can change your name that is shown to teammates. This name does not appear to your website visitors; only 
to other agents. To change this name,  

1. Click your profile photo in the top right corner and select Agent Settings. 

2. In the Agent Preferences panel, click the small pencil icon beside your name. The icon changes to a 
checkmark. 

 

3. While the icon is a checkmark, type over your name to edit it.  Click the checkmark when you have fin-
ished making your changes; it will change back to a pencil icon. 

4. Save your changes. 

Note that if you change your name, your teammates will be able to Ping you (@Mention) only by using your up-
dated name—the previous one will no longer work. 

Changing Your Photo as it Appears to Other Agents 

You can change your photo that is shown to teammates. This photo does not appear to your website visitors, only 
to other agents. To upload a different photo,  

1. Click your photo in the top right corner and select Agent Settings. 

2. Click your photo in the top of the Agent Preferences window. 

3. Click Browse to browse to the image file that you want to use.  

4. The image appears with a small circle on it. This circle is what will appear to your teammates, so position 
the circle over the part of the image that you want to use. Then click Upload. 
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5. Click Save to save this change. 

Customizing Your Hub 
There are many aspects of your chat portal that you can customize. For example, you can set which events should 
generate alerts, set desktop notifications, select time and temperature formats, and other options. 

After updating your settings, remember to save your changes. 

Alert Options 

The Hub offers different options for being alerted; pick the method that works best for you.  

 

To access your alert preferences,  

1. Click the Speaker icon on the Toolbar. 

2. From the menu, choose one of the first three options: All Alerts Enabled, Only New Chat and Mentions, or 
All Alerts Disabled. 

If you want to further customize your alerts, including which sounds to play for various types of alerts,  

1. Click Alert Settings on the menu. (Note that you can also reach these settings by clicking Agent Settings 
on the Agent menu.)   

The Preferences panel opens to the Sounds settings. Notice that you can set different options for live 
chats (Hub) than for Team chats.   
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2. Scroll through the options and enable or disable sounds as you like. Most of the options are self-explana-
tory. 

3. You can also pull down the sound menu and specify which sound will play for each type of alert.  

The list scrolls; sounds are listed alphabetically. When you choose a sound, it plays so that you will know 
what it sounds like. 

 

4. Click Save to save your changes. 
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Agent Preferences 

To adjust your preferences for various options, click on your profile image in the top-right corner and choose 
Agent Settings. 

The Agent Preferences panel is a scrolling window. The next table briefly describes each option. 

Agent Preference Option Description   

Auto Pause 
Specify how long you are inactive before the service automatically 
changes your status to Paused. 

Sounds Set your preferences for alert sounds; see the topic Alert Options. 

Notifications 
Set your preferences for desktop notifications. See the topic Setting 
Desktop Notifications. 

Other Settings 
Set a theme for the Hub, choose 12-hour or 24-hour time format, and 
set your preference for displaying temperature (Fahrenheit or 
Celsius). 

 

Setting Desktop Notifications 

In the Agent Preferences panel, you can select which events trigger a desktop notification and which do not. You 
can have different settings for live chat events than for Team chat events. 

1. Click on your profile image in the top-right corner and choose Agent Settings. 

2. Scroll down to the Notifications section. 

 

3. Check an option to enable it; clear an option to disable that event. Click Save to save your changes. 
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Switching to a Light or Dark Theme 

In the Agent Preferences panel, you can select a light or a dark theme for the Hub.  

1. Click on your profile image in the top-right corner and choose Agent Settings. 

2. Scroll down to the Other Settings section. 

3. Select either Light or Dark; the window changes to show you how the option looks. Don’t forget to save 
your changes. 

Choosing a Time Format 

In the Agent Preferences panel, you can specify whether you want to see time displayed in 12-hour or 24-hour for-
mat in the Hub.  

1. Click on your profile image in the top-right corner and choose Agent Settings. 

2. Scroll down to the Other Settings section. 

3. Select either 12 Hour or 24 Hour. Remember to save your changes. 

Choosing a Temperature Format 

In the Agent Preferences panel, you can specify whether you want to see temperature displayed as Fahrenheit or 
Celsius in the Hub.  

1. Click on your profile image in the top-right corner and choose Agent Settings. 

2. Scroll down to the Other Settings section. 

3. Select either Fahrenheit or Celsius and then save your changes. 
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